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Minutes of the Full Governing Body Meeting 

Wednesday 16th January 2019 
At 6.30 p.m. 

 

 

Present: T Bennett-Tighe (Chair), R Litten (Executive Head), L Porter, P Cornell (Vice 

Chair), C Cornell, D Agger, E Anthony 

Apologies: J Digby (CEO), S Collier, A Roberts, S White, S Munns, J Roberts (Trustee) 

 

In attendance: R Bains (Executive Deputy Head), K Deplancke (Clerk) 

 
Item of business Action 

1 Welcome and Apologies for Absence  

1.1 TB-T welcomed everyone to the meeting and accepted the apologies.  She 
explained that SC is taking a sabbatical due to personal reasons but is 
planning to return in the future. 
 

 

2 Declaration of interest  

2.1 None  

3 Minutes of the last meeting  

3.1 The minutes of the meeting of 7.11.18 were approved and signed. 
Proposed CC 
Seconded PC 
 

 

4 Matters Arising  

4.1 6.2 The pupil premium report has been dealt with in item 10.  Sport and PE 
funding to go on the next Agenda. 
8.1 Curriculum Leaders Report – see Item 8 
9.1 Health and Safety (H & S) is being dealt with in staff meetings.  A 
discussion took place as to whether H & S should be a standing Agenda 
item, whether it needs reporting and if so what needs reporting.  KD said 
she would consult governor services for a definitive answer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Clerk 

5 Finance  

5.1 Any changes to the budget or other financial issues will be dealt with in the 
Head’s Report in the future. 
 

 

6 Head’s Report  

6.1 TB-T questioned whether the dates of the LGB meetings were too early in 
the term to enable RL to complete his report with enough time for this to be 
circulated to governors prior to the meeting.  RL stated that if the meetings 
were a week later this would fit in better with data capture times.  TB-T said 

 
 
 
 
TB-T 
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Item of business Action 

she would speak with JD regarding the timetabling of meetings. 
Outcomes 
Attainment in Years 3, 4, and 5 is strong.  In Year 6, reading and writing is  
stronger at this point in the year than in the previous three years but not as 
strong in maths as we would have liked it to be at the end of last term. 
Q. Why has progress not been made? 
A. We no longer have qualified intervention teachers.  We still need support 
in Year 6, the quality of teaching is being looked at.  It was found that 
booster classes were not working in the morning so these are now taking 
place after school.  Different groups of pupils are having extra maths in 
addition to the formal maths lesson. 
Q. Are the children going to be happy to go along to the sessions? 
A. We are going to try and do juice and biscuits and make it quite light 
hearted.  They will be small groups. 
Q. Do all parents take up the opportunity? 
A. There is usually a good take up.  Mrs Ingham is returning from maternity 
leave and is going to take some groups.  CC is volunteering one day a 
week. 
Q. How long are the sessions? 
A. 3.15 to 4.10 p.m.  This should be the last year group where we are 
catching up like this. 
 
Progress 
Progress in Years 1-5 is very strong.  In Year 6 Reading and Writing 
progress is strong but maths is not as strong, however, progress for pupil 
premium children is much stronger. 
Q. During the additional 30 minutes of maths teaching each day are they 
taking up areas where the children are lacking knowledge? 
A. Yes.  The teachers also have access to the PiXL resources. 
 
Attainment and Progress of Disadvantaged Pupils 
The progress of these pupils is broadly in line with their peers.  For the 
school to get to good in the Ofsted inspection the progress of pupils has to 
be an improving picture. 
 
Personal Development, Behaviour and Welfare 
Attendance as of 19.12.18 was a very good 96.9%. 
Q. What do you think has led to this success? 
A. Not sure. Mrs Seaford was very diligent last year, if she was still here it 
would be better, so we are still benefitting from her legacy.  This role is not 
being filled currently and we need somebody to take this up as there is a 
gap. 
 
The school roll is as it should be with numbers remaining consistent.  A brief 
discussion took place regarding the new joiners. 
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Item of business Action 

Q. As there is a new joiner in Year 6 will that have an effect on results? 
A. We have got his prior assessments to work on. 
 
 
Finance 
RL explained that the finance report will form part of his report.  There is a 
management report attached to the report but any concerns or deviations 
from the budget will consist of a statement within the report.   
Q. Is the budget surplus from Blue Tree Childcare re-invested in the 
school? 
A. JD always agreed that the money is for the children.  RL would like to 
transfer it into the school funds.  It needs to be used for extras such as 
footballs, trips etc.   
It might be prudent to have a capital spend plan for the upkeep of the 
mobile. 
Q. What has happened with the caretaker’s bungalow? 
A. The Trust has re-furbished it and are looking for a tenant. 
Q. Who gets the rental income? 
A. The Trust.  This is now a Trust asset. 
 
School Improvement Plan (SIP) 
RL went through the report and explained some aspects. 
The plan records the first results from the new Read, Write Inc (RWI) 
strategy which are showing a big improvement. 
Q. The progress in Year 2 is not as significant? 
A. No, but it is still an improvement.  There has been a lot of revision with 
Year 2.  RB explained that RWI addresses phonics, comprehension and 
spellings and the expectations are high. 
The SENCO has been running the Lexonik programme and the groups of 
children involved in this have shown a huge improvement in their reading 
age.  
Q. How long does this programme last? 
A. Three times per week for four weeks.  The programme can be repeated 
as many times as necessary. 
RL explained that the writing has been measured independently against 22 
other schools and Park Lane’s scores were much higher than other schools 
in the cluster.  Pupil Premium children are doing well in Years 4 – 6. 
 
Leadership 
Andy Lakatos has been upskilling senior leaders in the use of learning 
conversations.  This involves coaching pairs to talk about what they want 
children to learn in their class rooms. 
 
It was noted that staff and governors should be careful regarding the PiXL 
scores as these are not always showing in the SATS. 
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Item of business Action 

 
Quality of Teaching 
There has been a full review of teaching in the school and as a result one 
teacher is on a support plan which will be reviewed in February.  The full 
review took two days and involved looking at the children’s books rather 
than observations.  It is very clear that in classrooms where needs are dealt 
with the standards are very high.  In other classes standards were lower.  
One teacher has had a written request to sort things out. 
Q. Has this been seen in the attainment of the children? 
A. Yes, it is having a detrimental effect on the children. 
RL stated that this review would be done every half term. 
 
Staffing 
The school is fully staffed. 
 

7 Safeguarding  

7.1 RB reported that 4 pupils are Child in Need, 1 pupil is awaiting further 
investigation and is likely to become Section 47 (Child Protection 
Plan) 
Since the start of the year we have noticed an increase in Domestic 
Abuse referrals.  This might be due to more people speaking up 
about the abuse as there is support out there.  Due to a shortage of 
social workers this has meant more work for schools and some 
meetings being delayed by about 8 weeks. 
Currently there are 6 LAC children, a new child started in January 
and 3 Post LAC children. 
RB attended a safeguarding meeting for all Aspire schools at PL on 
10th January with Jo Phillips, link Governors and lead DP staff 
RB explained some of the problems regarding county lines etc.  RB 
has also had refresher training. 
 

 

8 Curriculum Leaders Impact Reports  

8.1 Most of the curriculum leaders have done a report.  RL is going to collate 
them.  This item to be carried forward to the next meeting. 
 

 
Clerk 

9 Governor Skills Audit  

9.1 J Roberts is organising a training for 25th and 26th February.  TB-T asked 
governors to let her know if they wish to attend.  The skills audit revealed 
gaps in Charity Law and Financial Management. 
 

 

10 Governor Specific Items  

10.1 Pupil Premium Report 27.11.18 Following this visit RL has written to AJS 
and Adam and Sue are going for a visit. 
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Item of business Action 

It was noted that AR has not attended a meeting since June.  TB-T will 
speak to her to see if there is a problem that could be resolved. 
A discussion took place regarding the need for governor recruitment.  LP 
will speak to the editor of the Fen magazine about an advert for all three 
schools. 
 

TB-T 
 
LP 

11 Any Other Business  

11.1 TB-T explained that currently long service awards are given to staff for 20 
and 25 years’ service.  Would governors agree to also extending this to 30 
years. 
This proposal was agreed. 
 

 
 
 

12 Agreed actions for Governors  

12.1 4.1 KD will contact governor services regarding Health & Safety on the 
Agenda. 
6.1 TB-T will speak to JD regarding meeting dates. 
8.1 Curriculum Leaders Reports to go on next Agenda. 
10.1 TB-T will speak to AR. 
10.1 LP will speak to the editor of the Fen Magazine about recruitment. 
 

 
Clerk 
TB-T 
Clerk 
TB-T 
LP 

13. Date of next meeting  

13.1 Wednesday 6th March 2019  

  
The meeting ended at 8.30 p.m. 
 
 
 
Signed:   ........................................................................  
Chair of Full Governing Body 
 
Date:  ........................................................................  
 


